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title is Beyond Embodiment

Wednes 3:45P  in 041 Jordan;

she is at the Center for Cogn Neurosci at U Penn.

PhD from Stanford... with Gordon Bower;

her work... concepts and perceptual systems...  this is a brand new talk...

slide 1:  telephone (a concrete object)

an instrument that converts voice into a form that can be transmitted to remote locations  and that receives....

this is the symbol grounding problem

idea is that  anchor is thru our body...

grounded in our experiences with phone...
 she shows  a collection of experiences from age 4 to  40 in a person...


telephone  ... how do we ground that object...

we have visual,  acted on a telephone,  shape, motion, color, manipulation....

knowledge of a telephone is built up   by rrecruiting all these systems...

now...  where has  fMRI gotten us?  answer  (she says)  NOWHERE!!!

grounded cognition...

have people look at  colored patches vs   noncolored... what lights up...

yellow lights up  one small area  (in 1999  chao and martin)

bulldozers (which are yellow) light up a blob... etc.

Reading the word cinnamon  lights up olfac areas....

she herself has contrib to this literature  for 15 years...

Larry Barsalou  2003...

colors activate V4;  object form activates  area near  object areas...


so,  eg   color knowledge retrieval... lights up areas that are near”  the color areas...


Allport  1985...

the essential ideas is that the SAME neural elements  that are involved in coding the sensory  areas...etc...
(mediate the concepts)

idea is that  there is an OVERLAP of the areas involved with perception and with concepts...


2008   Bradform Mason and Caramazza...  argument against embodied cognition...


Bradford MAHON and Alfonso Caramazza  argue against this...

the empir evidence can equally be accomodate by a “disembodied” view of conceptual repres...

but she now finds this debate a distraction...

Concepts in flux....

The (dis)appearing body...

in search of similarity: body dimensions

distinctive features:  body enhancement

(this is her outline for today)

features in conflict: body double...

initl work  was done by Nina Hsu...

1)  concepts in FLUX....  the (dis)appearing body...

getting away from notion of concept as thing...

how stable is the reln btwn perception and memory?

does the mapping btwn perception and memory  (embodiment) var across context and across people...


is a KIWI green...?


is it green  compared to  blueberries and raspberries  VS

is it green compared to green cantaloupe etc.


butter,  egg yolk and school bus...

task does matter...

Left fusiform  and left lingual  light up  but depends on context (on the task)


eg  vs  ladybug, paprika and pencil....

how abt  across people?

knowledge retireval is always lateralized to the left  (perception is bilat)

you recruit the info you need for the task....

how about across people?

verbalizer-visualizer questionnaire  (kirby  1988)

visualizer  illustration or diagrams help me when I’m reading

verbalizer...  verbal insturcs are helpful...


***

interim summary:

a given  feature or property (like color) is repres at mult levels of abstraction
(assoc with distinct neural system) and both perception andmemory can tap into these varying representions  (and is task dependent)

*******  shifting  to

similarity space...

in search of similarity: body dimensions

can we do better than task-specific response properites... can we detect  item-specific response properties?

want to uncover the dimensions...

slide: set of mammals... is there a neural correlation of the psych similarity?

weber  2009 in neuropsychologia  w dan osherson...

first stim:  BEAR  then pix  of  animals presented serially...

look at  correl of voxels when thinking abt  bear  vs dolphin eg... looking at LOC  lat occip complex...


LOC responds to vis objects....   S is counting bears say, vs  counting  dolphine....

they  take a spatial correlation...

what info is repr by a population of neurons?

if  eg  neuron  fires the same for red, orange, green  then it does not “repres” color

but if it does vary  then we say yes it does repr that object....


eg  if  onion and baseball  have same coding  and  pencils and  artists paint brushes are difft
 (but same as one another) then they are coding shape...


multi-voxel pattern analysis...


Ken Norman  2006  in TICS...   look for  feature space  to make a binary prediction

eg  difference btwn bottles and shoes...


decoding object=specific preparatory attention

Coutanche and T-S

searching for  tangerine, lime, carrot...and celery...

find area in anter  temp cortex...

lime vs tangerine  (same shape but difft color)

say  vs  tangerine and carrot... same color (orange)  but ignores chape...

they are just thinking about  this stuff  (not seeing it... it is NOT in the stim... just random dots)


simult activation of two codes that predicts when anter temp cortex  is involved.... 
record data for every single TR...

******  difft method... strategy 2...

again... where in the brain do the resps of objects that share features overlap?

look for habituated areas...  (adapted to that feature already)


if repetition reduces response  then area is shared by two  objects features.

adaptation by manipulation  (eg piano and  typewriter)


left inferior frontal gyrus  (pars operc)

look at adaptation by shape  eg  baseball -orange...

interim summary:

*******

distinctive features: body enhancement...

are all features created equal...

color  is more  important for lemons  than for yield signs...


shape retrieval...


****

final topic:

look at blue uninflated balloon;  now look away and remember it;
now inflate it  (in your mind)  and look at it again (in your mind)...

mental inflaiton... is not a huge  change to balloon  whereas shattered glass is quite difft....


similarity predicts  similarity in early visual repsonse...

final study: psych similarity is reflected in similarity in primary visual cortex  (with mental images, eg of balloon)



